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Speaker’s academic affiliation
University of Strathclyde Glasgow
• Founded 1796 as “the place for useful learning”
• 22,295 FTE Students and 3,200 staff (2017/18)
• Research: research grants and contracts income of £65.6m in 2017*
• Among the 20 top research-intensive universities in the UK
* 14.5% increase from previous 
year and an overall increase of 
over 60% over a six year period 
Speaker’s academic affiliation
Secretary for the euroCRIS Association
• Dutch non-profit founded 2002
• Association of professionals and bodies worldwide in the areas of research 
information management and CRIS systems
• Custodian for the Common European Research Information Format (CERIF)
• MoUs with various relevant organisations in the RIM field: OpenAIRE, ORCID, COAR...
The Common Research Information Format (CERIF)
A Clements, J Dvořák "An update on Pure’s progress towards OpenAIRE compatibility". 
euroCRIS Strategic Membership Meeting Autumn 2018 (Warsaw University of 
Technology, Warsaw, Poland, Nov 26-28, 2018), http://hdl.handle.net/11366/718
euroCRIS Directory of Research Information Systems (DRIS)
https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/explore/dris
euroCRIS Directory of Research Information Systems (DRIS)
https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/explore/dris
http://hdl.handle.net/11366/691
OCLC/euroCRIS RIM survey report (2018/9)
https://oc.lc/rim
Open Science elements: scope
Integrated Open Access / Research Data Management workflow
UK Open Access policies (U Strathclyde)
• Mandatory deposit of the Accepted 
Author Manuscript (AAM) or post-
print
• Green and Gold OA routes suitable 
for compliance with OA policies
• Funding available from specific 
research funders to pay for Article 
Processing Charges
• Increasing number of Read & Publish 
agreements with publishers
Research Information Management System: PURE
• Metadata for a journal article is 
kept in the institutional Research 
Information Management System 
(CRIS) for reporting purposes –
including plenty of contextual 
information not usually available
• Basic publication records are 
usually created by researchers 
upon manuscript acceptance then 
completed and validated by the 
research support team at the 
library
Research Information Management System: PURE
• This may include information on affiliations, 
funded projects, associated datasets and 
research facilities
• Reporting by affiliations allows an analysis of 
collaborations (also with Industry), reporting 
by research equipment or facility provides 
valuable evidence fr research funders and the 
institution on the (internal and external) use of 
usually very expensive equipment
[Institutional] System Interoperability
[External] System Interoperability
PURE complies with OpenAIRE CERIF-XML Guidelines
Slide: Anna Clements
A Clements, J Dvořák "An update on Pure’s progress towards OpenAIRE compatibility". euroCRIS Strategic 
Membership Meeting Autumn 2018 (Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland, Nov 26-28, 2018), 
http://hdl.handle.net/11366/718
Slide: Andreas Czerniak (OpenAIRE)
A Löhden, J Schirrwagen, A Czerniak "CRIS in OpenAIRE - we take you onboard". Spring 2019 euroCRIS
Membership Meeting (CSC, Espoo-Helsinki, Finland, May 27-29, 2019), http://hdl.handle.net/11366/976
https://openworking.wordpress.com/2020/05/28/sol
utions-for-constructing-an-open-knowledge-base-for-
the-netherlands-okb-nl/
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